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How do morals change?
Emotions such as empathy and disgust might be at the root of morality, but psychologists should also study
the roles of deliberation and debate in how our opinions shift over time, argues Paul Bloom.
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here does morality come from? The
modern consensus on this question
lies close to the position laid out by the
eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher David
Hume. He thought moral reason to be “the slave
of the passions”. Hume’s view is supported by
studies that suggest that our judgements of good
and evil are influenced by emotional reactions
such as empathy and disgust. And it fits nicely
with the discovery that a rudimentary moral
sense is universal and emerges early. Babies as
young as six months judge individuals on the
way that they treat others and even one-yearolds engage in spontaneous altruism.
All this leaves little room for rational deliberation in shaping our moral outlook. Indeed,
many psychologists think that the reasoned
arguments we make about why we have certain
beliefs are mostly post-hoc justifications for gut
reactions. As the social psychologist Jonathan
Haidt puts it, although we like to think of
ourselves as judges, reasoning through cases
according to deeply held principles, in reality
we are more like lawyers, making arguments
for positions that have already been established. This implies we have little conscious
control over our sense of right and wrong.
I predict that this theory of morality will be
proved wrong in its wholesale rejection of reason. Emotional responses alone cannot explain
one of the most interesting aspects of human
nature: that morals evolve. The extent of the
average person’s sympathies has grown substantially and continues to do so. Contemporary
readers of Nature, for example, have different
beliefs about the rights of women, racial minorities and homosexuals compared with readers
in the late 1800s, and different intuitions about
the morality of practices such as slavery, child
labour and the abuse of animals for public entertainment. Rational deliberation and debate have
played a large part in this development.
Emotional and non-rational processes are
plainly relevant to moral change. Indeed, one
of the main drivers of moral change is human
contact. When we associate with other people
and share common goals, we extend to them
our affection. Increases in travel and access to
information as well as political and economic
interdependence mean that we associate with
many more people than our grandparents and
even our parents. As our social circle widens,
so does our ‘moral circle’.
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But this ‘contact hypothesis’ explanation is
limited. It doesn’t explain the shifts in opinions
on issues such as slavery and animal rights.
Contact cannot explain the birth of new moral
ideas, such as the immorality of sexism or the
value of democracy. It doesn’t account for how
our moral attitudes can change towards those
with whom we never directly associate — for
example, why some of us give money and even

Stories emerge because people arrive at
certain views and strive to convey them to
others. It is this generative capacity that contemporary psychologists have typically ignored.
Moral psychology in particular focuses nearly
exclusively on studies in which volunteers are
exposed to artificial moral dilemmas that have
been thought up by other people, such as situations in which one must choose whether to kill
one person to save five.

Everyday dilemmas

blood to people with whom we have no contact
and little in common. There have been attempts
to explain such long-distance charity through
mechanisms such as indirect reciprocity and
sexual selection, which suggest that individuals gain reproductive benefit from building a
reputation for being good or helpful. But this
begs the question of why such acts are now seen
as good when they were not in the past.
What is missing, I believe, is an understanding
of the role of deliberate persuasion. Language
is an effective tool for motivating sympathy
towards others. For example, Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s 1852 novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin helped to
end slavery in the United States, and descriptions of animal suffering in Peter Singer’s Animal Liberation (1975) and elsewhere have been
powerful catalysts for the animal-rights movement. Stories can be morally corrosive too: if we
are encouraged to imagine people doing things
that anger or disgust us, we are quick to evict
them from our moral circle. Examples of this
are all too familiar, such as Adolf Hitler’s propaganda against the Jews in Nazi Germany, or the
negative depictions of homosexuals put out by
anti-gay campaigners in many countries today.
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Proponents of the view that we are prisoners of
our emotions might argue that moral deliberation and creativity are rare, perhaps restricted
to people who spend their lives thinking about
these issues, such as theologians and philosophers. Yet most people are regularly forced to
ponder dilemmas such as the proper balance of
work and family. Even though few of us write
novels or produce films, humans are natural
storytellers, and use narrative to influence others, particularly their own children.
It would be a mistake as scientists — and as
politically and socially engaged citizens — to
dismiss the importance of this reflective process in shaping our morality and, consequently,
the world in which we live. Research might
focus more on how children and adults deal
with everyday moral problems, looking closely
at cases in which their judgements diverge from
those of people around them. Examples of work
in this area include the studies by Robert Coles, a
child psychiatrist at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on how black and white
children dealt with racial desegregation and
forced school integration during the US civilrights movement, and the ongoing research by
the psychologists Karen Hussar and Paul Harris
at the Harvard Graduate School of Education
on why some children raised in non-vegetarian
households choose not to eat meat.
Psychologists have correctly emphasized
that moral views make their impact by being
translated into emotion. A complete theory
must explain where these views come from in
the first place.
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